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Please Note:
In our Wellness Risk program this dietary option is an extended
option that needs to be specifically chosen.

There is a way of eating that can lower the amount of inflammation in the body, lower the amount
of weight in the body, slow down the aging process, reduce the amount of pain and boost overall
wellness. It's just that this way of eating does not come naturally. This way of eating is contrary to
what the food industry is providing for us. Eating for Five Pillar Wellness is a secret that has to be
learned.

We help people with natural therapy that identifies multidimensional issues affecting their wellness
including scores on Dr. Ouellette's Wellness Knowledge Calculator and Dr. Ouellette's
Anti-Inflammatory Anti-obesity, Anti-Aging, Pain Relief, Wellness Diet. Thirty eight (38)
numbers tell the wellness story.

People who have back pain, neck pain, headache pain, joint pain in either a major large joint of the
body or in smaller joints are people who need a screening to determine if they're eating poison
type foods that cause pain or worsen pain. That screening is accomplished at TheQc.ca.

Most people have what are called comorbidities, meaning they have several problems going on at
the same time. Getting those problems figured out is sometimes difficult. Take Dr. Ouellette's 
Wellness Knowledge Calculator today and learn what your 38 Wellness numbers are.

Pain
So, you have pain? It could be back pain, it could be neck pain, it could be a headache pain, it
could be joint pain somewhere. Your pain comes and goes, gets a bit better and gets a bit worse,
but never completely goes away and no one can tell you why it fluctuates like this. We can.
You've been to many doctors of many different kinds. Medications don't seem to help, or you
really don’t like taking drugs. You're not really recovering. WHAT ARE YOU MISSING?

Take Dr. Ouellette's Wellness Knowledge Calculator and see if you can learn something about
yourself. It's inexpensive and taken online at TheQ.ca.

Need more help? A Wellness workshop is in order to troubleshoot your problems.

People who have back pain in any part of their back, neck pain, headache pain, or pain in any
joints in the body most often have both physical mechanical issues and digestive chemical issues
going on. Getting those figured out can sometimes be difficult. Take Dr. Ouellette's  Wellness



Knowledge Calculator to learn more about yourself and what priorities might be your main issues
at this time. Find out what your Wellness NUMBERS are and what your Wellness priorities
should be at this point in your life.

Most people cannot get ‘Wellness Clarity’ on their own, they cannot get it from the medical
doctors, they cannot get it from other healthcare providers who specialize in one particular field.
People with reoccurring pain or chronic pain need a more inclusive understanding of their fuel
sources and their mechanical issues. You can continue stumbling around in pain seeing all kinds of
healthcare specialists, or take control yourself. Wellness recovery can be yours. Wellness
maintenance can be achieved.

Who says that all common foods are not poisonous? Who says that your particular genetic
makeup can handle all types of foods? The idea that all foods are good in moderation is OLD
fashioned, out of date, and not scientific at all. It is a guestimate by people with little or no
training in nutrition. The old advice that all foods are good in moderation is just that, old advice
that keeps you consuming little bits of poisons every single day, several times a day, day after day,
week after week, year after year, then you die young. And, know what they say? They say, “Hey
you had a good long life to 86.” Huh? ?????  You are supposed to live to 115 with a fit mind and
a fit body. So what gives?

Poison foods do cause pain, do cause damage, and just plain are not good for you. Find out more
by taking Dr. Ouellette's  Wellness Knowledge Calculator and get measured today for Dr.
Ouellette's Anti-Inflammatory, Anti-obesity, Anti-Aging, Pain Relief, Wellness Diet.

People who have back pain in any part of
their back, neck pain, headache pain, or
pain in any joints in the body most often
have both physical mechanical issues and
digestive chemical issues going on.

Only you can prevent forest fires and only you can prevent fires in your body.


